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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a dispensing assembly
for beverage. The invention especially relates to a dis-
pensing assembly for use with a container comprising a
beverage, such as a carbonated beverage, with an anti-
drip outlet.
[0002] It is well known to provide beverages in contain-
ers for dispensing, for example at home or at events,
such as at a picnic, or in small outlets, which containers
are self dispensing, which means that the beverage is
for example pressurized inside the container by an inter-
nal or container mounted pressurizer, such as a gas car-
tridge, or is dispensed by gravity. The containers are gen-
erally of a size such that they can be cooled inside a
refrigerator, and contain for example a few liters of bev-
erage. Such container is for example known from
NL1012802, containing carbonated beverage, such as
beer, and is provided with an internal pressurizing device.
Another example of such container is known from
US4773571, disclosing a bottle containing gas-pressu-
rized water.
[0003] These known containers comprise a valve for
dispensing the beverage from the container, with a spout
connected to the valve, such that the beverage can be
guided to a glass or such holder. Such spout has the
disadvantage that beverage may be trapped inside the
spout when the valve is closed after dispensing. This
beverage may later drip out, spilling for example inside
a refrigerator or on a table top or the like. In fixed tapping
devices such as in bars this dripping beverage can be
collected in a drip tray. For non fixed containers, such as
the self dispensing containers, such dip tray is not a suit-
able solution.
[0004] EP1506129 discloses a container similar to the
container known from NL 1012802, in which this dripping
problem has been addressed by providing an air inlet
opening close to the valve, that is spaced apart from the
outlet end of the spout, which opening is closed when
dispensing and open when the valve is closed, for letting
air into the spout, behind the beverage inside the spout
and thus equalizing pressure, allowing the beverage to
flow out directly from the spout. A similar but more com-
plicated solution is proposed in DE3514172.
[0005] Another solution to this problem has been im-
planted by Grolsch, The Netherlands, in their Cheersch®
container, wherein the spout has two curved, parallel
channels, extending from the valve to the free end of the
spout. A first, lower channel is designed for dispensing
the beverage when the valve is opened, whereas the
second, upper channel is designed for allowing air to flow
in from the free end, to the end of the first channel near
the valve, when the valve is closed, for equalizing the
pressure in the spout.
[0006] GB1477476 discloses a dispensing tap in which
the tap has a spout which extends substantially vertical
during use, wherein the beverage valve mechanism of
the tap is provided in the spout, defining a twisting bev-

erage channel, and a complicated second valve mech-
anism is provided at the upper end of the spout, which
again opens an air channel when the beverage valve is
closed, and which is closed when the beverage valve
mechanism is pulled up for opening the beverage chan-
nel.
[0007] Another problem with the known dispensing as-
semblies is that they may not always have an optimal
flow pattern. Especially the jet when leaving the outlet or
dispensing opening, such as the end of the spout may
not be straight and well defined and can lead to for ex-
ample splattering, drops of the beverage being dis-
pensed having directions different from the predominant
direction of the jet.
[0008] A further problem with the known valve systems
is the complexity, and especially the necessity of using
springs, especially metal springs, for biasing the valves
in either an open or a closed position, or both.
[0009] EP0480346 discloses an assembly according
to the preamble of claim 1.
[0010] An aim of the present disclosure is to provide
for an alternative dispensing assembly and/or a container
provided with such alternative assembly. An aim of the
present disclosure is to provide an alternative solution to
the dripping problem as discussed. An aim of the present
disclosure is to provide a dispensing assembly and/or a
container comprising such assembly, limiting or prevent-
ing dripping of beverage from the assembly during or
after a prolonged period of time. An aim of the present
disclosure is to provide for a dispensing assembly and/or
a container comprising such assembly, preventing un-
desired dripping and which is easy of construction and
use. An aim of the present invention is to provide an al-
ternative dispensing assembly and/or container provid-
ing a proper, relatively concentrated jet of beverage.
[0011] One or more of these and other aims is obtained
at least in part by a dispense assembly and/or container
according to this disclosure.
[0012] In an aspect a dispensing assembly for bever-
age from a container according to the disclosure can
comprise an outlet channel for beverage and a valve body
operable to open and close said outlet channel. The
channel defines a direction of flow of the beverage to-
wards an outlet end. The valve body can be provided at
or near the outlet end of the outlet channel and can have
substantially a bullet shape with a base facing in a direc-
tion against the direction of flow and a tip with an end
facing in the direction of flow. The tip, between the base
and the end, can have an outwardly curved outer surface,
such that beverage engaging the base can be guided
from the base over the outer surface to the end forming
a beverage jet when leaving the surface at or near said
end.
[0013] In an aspect of the present disclosure the valve
body is movable relative to a valve seat, between a closed
position in which the valve body rests against the seat
and an open position in which the valve body is spaced
apart from the seat, wherein the valve body extends sub-
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stantially outside the outlet channel, at least in the open
position.
[0014] In another aspect in a dispense assembly in
said outlet channel a chamber can be provided, at least
partly closed by a flexible membrane connected to a stem
connected to a valve body and/or valve seat closing off
the outlet channel at or near a down stream outlet end.
The chamber can be in fluid connection with pressurized
beverage in a compartment of a container to which the
assembly is connected or of which it forms a part. The
membrane can biase the valve body and/or valve seat
in a closed position by material and/or shape resilience.
The beverage can pressurize the membrane such that it
biases the valve body in a closed position. For example
the beverage can pressurize the membrane by maximiz-
ing the internal volume of the chamber, pulling or pushing
the valve body onto a seat closing the outlet channel. By
pressuring the membrane from an opposite side, for ex-
ample from outside the chamber, for example manually
or by a lever or such artifact, the membrane can be de-
formed such that the valve body is moved to a position
in which the outlet channel is open.
[0015] In another aspect a container according to the
disclosure can contain a pressurized beverage, connect-
ed to or provided with a dispense assembly. The dis-
pense assembly comprises an outlet channel closable
by a valve body and a chamber between the container
and the valve body. The chamber is at least partly closed
by a flexible membrane connected to the valve body,
such that pressurized beverage from the container filling
the chamber forces the membrane into a position biasing
the valve body in a position closing the outlet channel.
By pushing the membrane the valve body can be forced
into a position opening the outlet channel. Preferably at
least during use there is an open connection between
said chamber and a beverage compartment of the con-
tainer. There through the membrane can be maintained
in a pressurized position by the pressure of the beverage.
[0016] In the following embodiments of a dispense as-
sembly and a container according to the disclosure shall
be discussed, with reference to the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows schematically a container with a dis-
pense assembly connected thereto;
Fig. 1B and C a dispense assembly, in cross sec-
tional view, in closed and open position respectively;
Fig. 2A and B in perspective view, in cross section,
show a second embodiment of a valve assembly, or
part thereof, in open and closed positions respec-
tively;
Fig. 3A and B in perspective view, in cross section,
show a third embodiment of a valve assembly, or
part thereof, in open and closed positions respec-
tively;
Fig. 4A and B show the second embodiment, in cross
sectional view;
Fig. 4C a cross sectional view along the line IVC -
IVC in fig. 4A.

Fig. 5A and B and show the third embodiment, in
cross sectional view; and
Fig. 6 shows schematically part of an alternative em-
bodiment of a part of a dispense assembly;
Fig. 6A and B show schematically an alternative em-
bodiment for a lever operated valve.

[0017] In this disclosure embodiments of a dispense
assembly and container are shown by way of example
only. These embodiments should not be considered as
limiting the scope of disclosure in any way or form. In
these embodiments the same or similar elements or fea-
tures have the same or similar reference signs.
[0018] In this description beverage dispensing assem-
blies and containers shall be described with reference to
dispensing carbonated beverages, such as but not lim-
ited to beer. However the same or similar assemblies
and containers can be used for other beverages or dif-
ferent liquids. In this description pressurized beverage
may be understood as at least including but not limited
to beverages which comprise gas, such as carbonated
beverages, for example beer or gaseous water, as well
as beverages which are pressurized in the container, for
example by an external pressuring gas source or me-
chanical means, or combinations of both.
[0019] In this description words like substantially or
about should be understood as indicating that small de-
viations are possible for a value or position the word is
used with, for example 20%, 15% or 10% deviations. This
should include at least deviations which a person skilled
in the art would normally understand as equivalent or
leading to the same or similar results, or which such per-
son would readily understand to be encompassed too,
or which is within normal manufacturing ranges. For ex-
ample the valve body can be substantially bullet shaped,
wherein substantially bullet shaped should, with refer-
ence to the valve body, be understood as meaning to
describe the shape of the valve body resembling the
shape of a bullet, especially as shown in the drawings.
Such bullet may have a non-spherical and non-cylindrical
shape, but having a shape which is elongated, has a
blunt first end, formed by a base, and a more pointed
opposite second end, formed by a tip with an end which
is preferably not sharp. The tip can have an outer surface
which is at least partly curved outwardly. The shape of
the tip may be such that in cross section the tip has a
parabolic shape. In this description outwardly curved with
respect to the outer surface of the tip of the valve body
should be understood as including at least a surface
which is convex at the outside over most of the surface.
[0020] Fig. 1 schematically shows a container 1 con-
taining a beverage, especially a carbonated beverage,
such as beer, and has a bottom 3, a side wall 4 and a
neck 5 with an outlet opening 6 to which a dispense tube
7 is connected. The tube 7 can be rigid, flexible or part
rigid, part flexible. In embodiments the tube 7 can at least
in part be in integral part of the container 1. The tube 7
comprises a part of an outlet channel 8, as will be dis-
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cussed hereafter. Within the container 1 a compartment
2 is formed in which the beverage B is enclosed. This
compartment 2 may be directly defined by the bottom 3,
wall 4 and neck 5, or can be defined by for example a
flexible bag or such element within the container 1, such
as in a Bag-in-Container (BIC) or Bag-in-Bottle, Bag-in-
Box or Bottle-in-Bottle (BIB). A dip tube 9 may extend
from close to the bottom 3 to the outlet opening 6, con-
nected to the tube 7, such that when the beverage is
pressurized beverage can flow through the dip tube 9
into the channel 8, such that it can be dispensed. A valve
V, such as for example an aerosol type valve, or a break-
able seal can be provided in the opening 6. When dis-
pensing beverage from the compartment 2 an fluid con-
nection shall exist between the compartment 2 and the
tube 7.
[0021] At the end 9 of the tube 7 opposite the neck 5
a dispense assembly 10 is provided, for example con-
nected to the tube 7 or partly part thereof. This dispense
assembly comprises a housing 11 through which an out-
let channel 12 extends, in fig. 1 represented by the dotted
line, between an outlet end 13 and a junction 14, which
junction 14 is in fluid connection with the channel 8 of the
tube 7. Thus in use beverage can flow from the compart-
ment 2 of the container 1, through the channel 8 into said
junction 14 and then into the outlet channel 12. Alterna-
tively the junction 14 can be provided between a first part
12A of the outlet channel 12 and a second part 12B of
the outlet channel 12, wherein the second part 12B is
connected to the channel 8 of the tube, as shown for
example in fig. 2 - 5. In another embodiment the second
part 12B of the channel can be directly connected to the
neck 5 and/or the dip tube 9 and/or the reservoir 2, elim-
inating the tube 7.
[0022] As can be seen in fig. 1 an end of a valve body
16 can extend outside the housing 11, or at least outside
the outlet end 13 of the channel 12, and can be formed
such that liquid, especially beverage, dispensed through
said channel will flow over the valve body surface 24
towards said end of the valve body 16, for example as
will further be discussed, forming a concentrated flow or
stream of the beverage down into for example a glass G
or such container held below said housing 11. When the
valve is closed any remaining beverage connected to the
valve body 16 can flow off past said end, such that drip-
ping is minimized and mostly confined to the instant di-
rectly after closing the valve. A concentrated flow 25 or
stream of beverage B in this context should be under-
stood at least as encompassing a flow of beverage form-
ing a substantially cylindrical, full stream of beverage,
preferably without significant sputtering of beverage out-
side said flow. Such flow is preferably substantially non
turbulent, such as substantially laminar. In fig. 1C such
flow 25 is schematically shown and can be a jet.
[0023] In the embodiment of fig. 1 the assembly 10 can
be hand held, such that it can be positioned in a desired
orientation and position, especially when the tube 7 is at
least partly flexible. Alternatively the dispense assembly

10 could be fixed to the container 1 or for example to a
housing in or to which the container 1 can be position of
coupled, for example a tapping device.
[0024] In the embodiment shown in fig. 1B and C at
the outlet end 13 a ring shaped valve seat 15 is provided.
A valve body 16 is provided such that in a closed position
it can close off against the seat 15, for preventing bev-
erage from being dispensed, or in an open position can
open said outlet opening 13 for allowing beverage to be
dispensed. In this embodiment the valve body 16 extends
largely outside the channel 12 and outside the housing
11 and is moved towards the channel seat 15 for closing
off the outlet end 13, and moved further out for opening
said outlet opening 13. The valve body 16 is connected
to a stem 17 extending through the first part 12A of the
channel 12 and through the junction 14 and has an end
18 longitudinally opposite the valve body 16, which can
be engaged, for example by a finger 100 for moving the
valve body 16, at least from the closed position into the
open position. In this embodiment schematically the stem
17 is shown extending through an opening 19 in the hous-
ing 11, sealed in order to prevent leaking, such that said
end 18 can be engaged from outside the housing 11. A
spring 20 is provided between the housing 11 and the
end 18, biasing the valve body 16 against the seat 15.
By pushing the end 18 towards the housing 11, the valve
body 16 is forced into the open position.
[0025] During normal use when dispensing beverage
the beverage will flow from the container towards the
outlet end 13, which is here defined as the direction of
flow F1 of the beverage through the channel 12, and, if
applicable, channel 8. Upstream is considered a direction
or side of an element against the direction of flow F1
through the channel 12 or channels 12, 8, whereas down-
stream will be considered a direction or side of an element
in the direction of flow F1. Thus a part of an element
upstream is considered in the direction of flow F1 to be
closer to the container 1 than a downstream part thereof.
[0026] The valve body 16 has a shape with a base 21
facing in a direction against the direction of flow F1 and
a tip 22 with an end 23 facing in the direction of flow F1,
wherein the tip 22, between the base 21 and the end 23,
has an outwardly curved outer surface 24. The end 23
is preferably rounded in the down stream direction and
is more preferably substantially continuous with the outer
surface 24. The base 21 is connected to the stem 17 and
has a maximum cross section Cbase which is larger than
the cross section Cseat of the opening 15A in the seat 15,
such that the base 21 can close off the opening 15A of
the seat and thus the outlet end 13. The base 21 can for
example have a substantially truncated cone shape, re-
ducing in cross section in the upstream direction, such
that it fits partly inside the opening 15A. Alternatively the
outer surface 21A of the base 21 could be curved, for
example such that the base is substantially spherical or
a segment of a sphere. In embodiments either the base
21 or the seat 15 can be of a pliable or compliant material,
such as a relatively soft and/or flexible material, for ex-
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ample an elastomeric material or a rubber material. Pref-
erably the other of the seat 15 and the base 21 is made
of a harder material, such that in the closed position the
base 21 seals firmly against the seat 15, preventing leak-
ing of beverage. In an alternative embodiment both the
base and the seat could be made of a pliable, flexible
material.
[0027] The surface 24 of the tip 22 is substantially con-
vex. The surface 24 is preferably such that the cross sec-
tion Ctip of the tip 22 reduces ever faster in the direction
of the end 23. The cross sections as mentioned herein
are taken substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal ax-
is X - X of the valve body 16, which axis may be parallel
to and preferably coincides with the direction of flow F1
through the opening 15A and/or with a longitudinal axis
Y - Y of the channel part 12A at said opening 15A. The
valve body 16 is preferably rotation symmetrical relative
to the longitudinal axis X - X. This can help a relatively
even distribution of beverage over the surface 24 for
forming the flow F.
[0028] The surfaces 21A and 24 are designed such
that beverage engaging the base 21 when flowing
through the opening 15A can be guided over the base
surface 21A and from the base 21 over the outer surface
24 to the end 23, and forming a beverage flow or jet 25
when leaving the surface 24 at or near said end 23. It
has been found that by the convex surface 24 connected
to the base 21 the beverage will stay in contact with the
surface 24 to at least close to the end 23, and will leave
the surface 24 such that a jet 25 is obtained with a de-
sirable profile. The jet 25 can be compact and well de-
fined, flowing relatively straight downward, without splat-
tering or sputtering of the beverage. Moreover, when the
outlet opening 15A is closed by the valve body 16, any
remaining beverage already passed said opening 15A
will flow over said surface 24 to the end 23, such that it
is concentrated at said end 23 and will fall down imme-
diately. Especially when the surface 24 is relatively hard
and smooth.
[0029] The material of the tip 22 is can have a relatively
high surface tension, for example about 25 dyne/cm or
higher, such as for example about 30 dyne/cm. The sur-
face tension can for example be between 25 and 50
dyne/cm. The material of the tip 22 can for example be
a hydrophobic material. The surface tension can for ex-
ample be measured by the method of Zisman or Owens-
Wendt. The material of one of the seat and the tip can
be relatively hard, the other can be relatively soft. The
material of the tip can for example have a Shore A hard-
ness of more than 50, for example more than 60, such
as for example between 60 and 100. Examples of mate-
rials which can be suitable for forming a tip 22 or seat
can be a polypropylene block copolymer (impact copol-
ymer), such as for example Moplen EP540P, a SEBS
based thermoplastic elastomer (Shore A = 61) such as
for example Evoprene Super G931, or a SEBS based
thermoplastic elastomer (Shore A = 90), such as for ex-
ample Cawiton MT990. In general TPE has shown to be

a suitable material for the tip 22. These materials and
different material properties have been disclosed by way
of example and should not be considered as limiting.
[0030] In embodiments the tip 22 can have a maximum
cross section Ctip(max) which is significantly larger than
the cross section Cseat of the opening 15A. For circular
cross sections the diameter of the maximum cross sec-
tion Ctip(max) of the tip 22 can for example be at least
one-third larger than the diameter of the cross section
Cseat of the opening 15A, for example about twice as
large. The cross sections are preferably chosen such that
the beverage flowing through the opening 15A is forced
to engage the base 21 and flow outward slightly over said
base 21 before flowing onto the surface 24.
[0031] In the embodiments shown the stem 17 at least
partly has a cross section such that beverage can flow
passed it in the channel 12 but the stem 17 will be guided
by an inner wall of said channel 12. The cross section of
this part of the stem, 17 can for example be as shown in
fig. 4C, substantially cross or star shaped, having fins 27
guided by the inner wall 26 of the channel 12.
[0032] In fig. 1 the housing 11 comprises the junction
14, formed as a chamber from which the first channel
part 12 extends downward in the drawings, the second
channel part 12B extends side ways in the drawings in
to said junction 14 and an upper wall 28 is provided clos-
ing off the chamber 14. The stem 17 extends through the
opening 19 in said wall 28. The wall 28 can be relatively
rigid, such that it does not deform under pressure of bev-
erage flowing into the chamber 14. It such embodiment
the valve formed by the valve body 16 and valve seat 15
is opened solely by pushing the stem 17 down. In an
alternative embodiment the wall 28 may be partly or en-
tirely flexible, such that the volume of the chamber 14
can be changed by movement of said wall 28. In such
embodiment pressure of beverage in said chamber 14
will push the wall 28 outward, in the drawings shown as
upward, such that the end 18 is pushed further away from
the seat 15, further closing the valve. When opening the
valve by pushing down the stem 17, the wall 28 may be
deformed also. Thus in such embodiment the force clos-
ing the valve can be provided by or aided by the pressure
of the beverage, such that the higher the beverage pres-
sure, the harder the valve body 16 will be pulled against
the seat 15.
[0033] In fig. 2 - 5 embodiments of dispense assem-
blies are shown, similar to that of fig. 1B and C, in which
the wall 28 is flexible, and wherein the end 18 of the stem
17 is provided inside the junction or chamber 14, such
that the wall 28 can be closed over the end 18. The wall
28 can for example be formed by a flexible and/or resilient
membrane, such as a membrane made of plastic or rub-
ber. As can be seen in embodiments the end 18 can be
provided with a snap head 29, snapped into a snapping
opening 30 at a side of the wall 28 facing the chamber
14. Thus the stem 17 is connected to the wall 28, such
that a movement of the wall 28 can lead to a movement
of the stem 17 in the direction Y-Y. In such embodiments
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the valve formed by at least the valve body 16 and seat
15 can be opened by pushing part of the wall 28 down
into the chamber 14, towards the seat 15. Beverage will
flow through the channel 12 and chamber 14 and out of
the opening 13 passed and especially over the valve body
16. When the wall 28 is then released again, the wall 28
will be pushed back, outward from the chamber 14, by
the pressure PR of the beverage B flowing into the cham-
ber 14 and/or by resilience of the material of the wall 28.
In this way the beverage pressure can aid in closing the
valve. In such embodiments no additional springs have
to be necessary for closing the valve.
[0034] In the embodiments shown by way of example
only the housing 11 comprises a lower part 11A, com-
prising at least the first and second channel parts 12A,
B and a lower part of the chamber 14, and an upper part
11B, which in these embodiments is shown as being gen-
erally ring shaped and bolted to the lower housing part
11A. A peripheral edge 31 of the wall 28 is enclosed
between the two housing parts 11A, B for sealing and
closing off the chamber 14. It will be clear that the same
or similar configurations can be obtained in a different
manner. In the embodiments shown by way of example
only the valve body 16 is snapped onto a lower end 32
of the stem 17, by an opening 33 in the base 21. Alter-
natively other means for mounting the valve body to the
stem can be used, such as bonding, screwing, welding
or the like. In embodiments the valve body 16 may be
made partly or entirely integral with the stem 17, for ex-
ample by 2K molding or overmolding. Similarly the wall
28 may be made partly or entirely integral with the stem
and/or the housing, for example by 2K molding or over
molding.
[0035] In embodiments shown the wall 28, which may
also be referred to as membrane, can for example be
generally dome shaped, such that in a rest position with
the valve closed, such dome shape exists with a top fac-
ing outward from the chamber, whereas for opening the
valve the dome shape is pushed away by pressing it
down, reducing the volume of the chamber 14. In all em-
bodiments the wall 28 can be a membrane. By using a
dome shape an advantage can be obtained that stress
in the membrane or wall 28 is minimized, since when
deforming the membrane it can be deformed from an
outward bulging dome into an inward bulging dome, and
does not have to be stretched significantly between or in
such position. Moreover the dome shape can provide a
biasing force closing the channel.
[0036] In the cross sectional views as shown the chan-
nel parts 12A and B extend at substantially right angles
relative to each other, such that a main direction of flow
of beverage through the first channel part 12A extends
at substantially right angles to a main direction of flow of
beverage through the second channel part 12B. As is
shown schematically in fig. 1 the channel parts 12A, B
can also enclose a different angle. Such angle can for
example be between 30 and 150 degrees, such as be-
tween 60 and 120 degrees. In the embodiments shown

the longitudinal direction of the stem 17, which may co-
incide substantially with the axis Y-Y, extends substan-
tially perpendicular to a plane P defined by the peripheral
edge 31. In alternative embodiments the longitudinal di-
rection of the stem 17 may extend at a different angle
relative to said plane P, for example an angle between
45 and 90 degrees, such as between 60 and 90 degrees,
for example but not limited to between 70 and 90 degrees.
Such angles can for example be chosen depending on
ergonomics, available space, preferred direction of dis-
pensing and the like.
[0037] In the embodiments shown in fig. 1, 2 and 4 at
the outlet end 13 side of the housing 11 a recessed area
53 can be provided, surrounding or enclosing part of the
valve body 16 at a distance. The recessed area53 to that
end is defined by a peripheral wall portion 54 extending
spaced apart from the surface 24 around the valve body
16, and a surface area 55 adjacent to or including the
valve seat 15. Such recessed area and especially the
wall 34 may aid in preventing beverage spraying when
leaving through the opening 15A. Alternatively the re-
cessed area can be formed differently or can be absent.
[0038] In the embodiment of fig. 3 and 5 the assembly
10 comprises a first housing part 11 through which at
least the first part 12A of the outlet channel 12 extends,
and a further housing part 35 slidingly surrounding at
least part of the first housing 11A. The further housing
part has a second channel 36 in which the valve body 16
extends. The second channel 36 can have a first portion
36A extending around the valve body 16 and a second
portion 36B, narrower then the first portion 36A, defining
an outlet 13B for beverage from the second channel 36.
The second part 36B could however also be omitted. The
further housing part 35 has a portion 37 extending around
the first housing part 11A, wherein between the portion
37 and the channel 36 a shoulder 38 is formed. This
shoulder 38 is such that when the further housing part
35 is pulled up, towards the first housing part, such move-
ment is limited by the shoulder 38, which may seal against
the end of the first housing part 11A. When the further
housing part is released it may be pushed and/or pulled
away from such sealing engagement again, for example
by gravity and/or a spring force, schematically shown by
spring 51. The further housing part 35 may for example
be provided with a flange 42 or such engagement part,
for pulling it up against the first housing part 11A, for
example when pushing down the membrane 28 at the
same time for opening the valve. Beverage can then flow
from the channel 12, passed and especially over the
valve body 16 and out of the second channel 36. The
wall of the second channel 36 may aid on providing a
well defined flow 25.
[0039] Between the first housing part 11A and the por-
tion 37 of the further housing part 35 at least one aeration
channel 39 can be provided, having an end 40 at the
shoulder 38, and an opposite end 41 opening into ambi-
ent air. When the shoulder 38 seals against the first hous-
ing part 11A the first end 40 of the channel 39 is closed.
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No air can flow into the second channel 36 through said
aeration channel 39. When closing the valve again the
further housing part 35 may be released, such that the
opening 40 of the aeration channel is opened again, al-
lowing air to flow in through said aeration channel, behind
any amount of beverage still present in the second chan-
nel when the valve body 16 closes against the seat 15.
This means that said remaining beverage may even bet-
ter flow away, preventing extended dripping after closing
the valve.
[0040] As can be seen schematically in fig. 1 and 6, in
embodiments the container can be provided with a pres-
surizer 44 for pressurizing the beverage B inside the com-
partment 2 and/or by the compartment 2, such that the
container 1 can be used as a stand alone, self contained
dispensing system, without the need for other applianc-
es, such as for example a tapping device or external CO2
supply which would have to be connected to the contain-
er, for example by a consumer. Such pressurizers are
well known in the art and are for example used in
DraughtKeg® as marketed by Heineken, The Nether-
lands. Such pressurizers 44 comprise a compartment
with pressurized gas, such as CO2, for example a gas
cartridge, and a pressure regulator, preferably controlled
at least by the pressure in the compartment 2, for main-
taining a relatively constant pressure of the beverage,
for example an equilibrium pressure of the gas in the
beverage. Alternatively a container according to the
present invention can be pressurized differently, for ex-
ample by an external pressure source.
[0041] In the embodiments shown the valve body has
a smooth and continuous surface, though it could be pos-
sible to provide some texture on the surface, for example
grooves and/or ridges on a surface part close to the end
23, similar to a citrus press, for further guiding the bev-
erage over and along said surface. In the embodiments
shown the valve body can be made of a single material,
such as plastic or rubber, for example a soft plastic such
as an elastomeric material, or a relatively hard plastic,
as discussed. In embodiments the valve body can be
made of two or more materials, such as a base made of
a first material and a tip of a second, the second material
being harder than the first. This can be made for example
by co-injection, 2K molding or by assembling. The base
could in embodiments be part of the stem.
[0042] Fig. 6 shows schematically a container accord-
ing to the present disclosure, in an alternative embodi-
ment. In this embodiment the dispensing assembly 10 is
directly connected to the container 1, by a relatively rigid
tube or channel 8. In this embodiment the channel 8 is
included in a housing 11 directly mounted to or even in-
tegral with the neck 5. At a side of the housing 11 opposite
the neck 5 the dispense assembly is provided, compris-
ing a stem 17 with a valve body 16 near a seat 15 at the
end of a channel part 12A. In this embodiment the valve
body 16 is provided such that by pulling it up into the
channel part 12A it is pulled away from the valve seat
15, opening the opening 15A. Again beverage can flow

through the channel 8 and channel part 12A and out of
the opening 15A along a surface 24 of the valve body
16, whereas when closed the remaining beverage will
directly flow off the valve body, preventing undesired,
prolonged dripping. In a similar embodiment a dispense
assembly 10 of one of the other embodiments could be
used. In this embodiment the stem 17 is pulled upward
by a lever 51, connected to the end 18, such that with
the finger 100 pushing one end of the lever the stem 17
is moved up, opening the beverage valve formed by at
least the valve body 16 and seat 15.
[0043] Fig. 6A show and B an alternative embodiment
of a dispensing assembly or part thereof, lever operated.
The embodiment shown is comparable with that of fig.
4A and B, but similarly a lever 51 could be used with the
other embodiments shown, and for example in a contain-
er comparable with that of fig. 6. In this embodiment in
stead of a finger 100 as shown in fig. 4B a lever 51 is
provided, pivotable around a pivot 52. The pivot 52 may
for example be provided at an end 54 of a housing 55 as
shown in fig. 6A or on the housing 11A, 11B. The pivot
comprises an engagement element 53 engaging the
membrane 28 for pushing it down, for example from a
position as shown in fig. 6A to a position as shown in fig.
6B. In fig. 6A the membrane or wall 28 is pushed upward
to a dome shape by the resilience of the material of which
it is made, it’s shape and/or internal pressure, especially
pressure of the beverage in the chamber 14. This pushes
the lever 51 up as well. By placing a finger 100 at an end
of the lever 51 and pushing it down, opening the valve,
especially against the pressure inside the chamber 14 is
made easier. Preferably the lever can be pivoted away
from the membrane 28, by pivoting it around the pivot
52, in fig. 6 in a direction against the clock, for example
to a position alongside the housing 11. This makes the
lever 51 inoperative, for example during storage and
shipping. A consumer can then simply bring the lever 51
to the position as shown in fig. 6A, in order to make it
operative.
[0044] In embodiments such as shown in fig. 6 and 6A
and B the lever can also be connected to the membrane
28 and/or the stem 18, which may for example be suitable
if the membrane 28 is insufficiently resilient for it to be
brought into the dome shape by itself and/or the beverage
pressure when the valve is open or for example in em-
bodiments as shown in fig. 1A and B.
[0045] In the present disclosure different embodiments
of dispense assemblies, and of containers with such dis-
pense assemblies have been disclosed and discussed,
by way of example only. Many different embodiments are
possible with the scope of the present disclosure. For
example a container can be provided without a dip tube.
The container can be placed differently, for example with
the opening 6 to a side or with the neck and opening
facing downward. The neck 5 can be open, forming the
opening 6 directly, with the channel 8 or channel 12 or
chamber or junction 14 connected directly to the such
opening 6. In embodiments the dip tube 9 can be formed
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by the channel 8 and/or 12. In embodiments the channel
8 and the channel 12 can at least in part have generally
parallel main directions of flow. In all embodiments op-
eration of the valve, that is movement of the stem and/or
valve body, can be obtained by mechanical means such
as but not limited to a lever construction. In the embod-
iments shown the stem 17 with the valve body is moved
relative to the housing 11, especially relative to the seat
15. In other embodiments part of the housing 11 and/or
the seat 15 can be moved relative to the valve body. In
embodiments the valve body and/or seat could be pro-
vided differently, using a membrane as disclosed, pres-
surized by the beverage and/or material resilience, for
biasing the valve into a closed position. In embodiments
the valve and/or seat could be provided as disclosed
herein, whereas the operating mechanism for moving the
valve body and/or seat could be provided differently, for
example mechanically or electro mechanically, wherein
the valve body can still be shaped and positioned for
guiding the flow of beverage along and over it’s surface
for forming a flow 25.

Claims

1. Dispensing assembly (10) for beverage from a con-
tainer (1), comprising an outlet channel (12) for bev-
erage and a valve body (16) operable to open and
close said outlet channel (12), wherein the channel
(12) defines a direction of flow of the beverage to-
wards an outlet end (13), and wherein the valve body
(16) is provided at or near the outlet end (13) of the
outlet channel (12) and has a shape with a base (21)
facing in a direction against the direction of flow and
a tip (22) with an end (23) facing in the direction of
flow, wherein the tip (22), between the base (21) and
the end (23), has an outwardly curved outer surface
(24), such that beverage engaging the base (21) can
be guided from the base (21) over the outer surface
(24) to the end (23) forming a beverage jet when
leaving the surface at or near said end, character-
ized in that
the valve body (16) is connected to a stem (17) ex-
tending through the outlet channel (12), wherein
preferably the stem (17) is guided at least by an in-
side wall part of the outlet channel (12), wherein in
said outlet channel (12) a chamber (14) is provided,
at least partly closed by a flexible membrane (28)
connected to said stem (17).

2. Dispensing assembly according to claim 1, wherein
the base (21) is substantially truncated cone shaped
or curved, with a top facing upward in the direction
of flow.

3. Dispensing assembly according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the outer surface (24) is closed and smooth.

4. Dispensing assembly according to any one of claims
1- 3, wherein the end (23) of the tip (22) is rounded
off, wherein the tip (22) preferably is substantially
parabolic in cross section.

5. Dispensing assembly according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the valve body (16) is
symmetrical, preferably rotation symmetrical around
a longitudinal axis substantially parallel to and pref-
erably coinciding with the direction of flow (F) of the
channel (12) near the outlet (13).

6. Dispensing assembly according to any one of the
previous claims, wherein the valve body (16) is mov-
able relative to a valve seat (15), between a closed
position in which the valve body (16) rests against
the seat (15) and an open position in which the valve
body (16) is spaced apart from the seat (15), wherein
the valve body (16) extends substantially outside the
outlet channel (12), at least in the open position.

7. Dispensing assembly according to claim 6, wherein
in the closed position the base (21) engages the seat
(15) in a sealing manner, wherein the base (21)
and/or the seat (15) are made of a compliant mate-
rial, whereas the outer surface (24) of the tip (23) is
made of a smooth material, having a surface hard-
ness greater than the hardness of the said compliant
material.

8. Dispensing assembly according to any one of claims
1- 7, wherein the membrane (28) is substantially
dome shaped, having an edge connected to a wall
of the chamber (14), and wherein the stem (17) is
connected to the membrane (28) spaced apart from
the edge, wherein in use beverage received in said
chamber (14) will force the membrane (28) into or
hold said membrane (28) in said dome shape, bias-
ing the valve body (16) in a position closing the outlet
channel (12).

9. Dispensing assembly according to any one of the
previous claims, wherein the outlet channel (12) has
a first part comprised in a housing, wherein the outlet
channel (12) has a second part (12B), wherein pref-
erably the first part (12A) has an outlet portion having
a first main direction of flow and the second part
(12B) has a second main direction of flow, wherein
the first and second main directions of flow are non-
parallel and preferably enclose an angle between 30
and 150 degrees, more preferably between 60 and
120 degrees, such as about 90 degrees.

10. Dispensing assembly according to any one of the
previous claims, wherein at the outlet end (13) a re-
cessed area is provided, surrounding at least part of
the valve body (16) at a distance, wherein the re-
cessed area preferably surrounds a valve seat (15).
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11. Dispensing assembly according to any one of the
previous claims, wherein the assembly comprises a
first housing part through which at least part of the
outlet channel (12) extends, and a further housing
part, slidingly surrounding at least part of the first
housing, having a second channel in which the valve
body (16) extends.

12. Dispensing assembly according to claim 11, wherein
the second channel has a first portion extending
around the body and a second portion, narrower then
the first portion, defining an outlet for beverage.

Patentansprüche

1. Ausgabeanordnung (10) für ein Getränk aus einem
Behälter (1), umfassend einen Auslasskanal (12) für
ein Getränk und einen Ventilkörper (16), betriebsfä-
hig zum Öffnen und Schließen des Auslasskanals
(12), wobei der Kanal (12) eine Fließrichtung des
Getränks zu einem Auslassende (13) definiert, und
wobei der Ventilkörper (16) an oder nahe dem Aus-
lassende (13) des Auslasskanals (12) bereitgestellt
ist und eine Form mit einer Basis (21), gerichtet ge-
gen die Fließrichtung und eine Spitze (22) mit einem
Ende (23) gerichtet in die Fließrichtung, hat, wobei
die Spitze (22) zwischen der Basis (21) und dem
Ende (23) eine nach außen gebogene Außenober-
fläche (24) hat, sodass ein Getränk, das die Basis
(21) einnimmt, von der Basis (21) über die Außeno-
berfläche (24) zu dem Ende (23) geleitet werden
kann, um beim Verlassen der Oberfläche an oder
nahe dem Ende einen Getränkestrahl zu bilden, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Ventilkörper (16) mit einem Schaft (17) verbun-
den ist, der durch den Auslasskanal (12) verläuft,
wobei bevorzugt der Schaft (17) mindestens von ei-
nem inneren Wandteil des Auslasskanals (12) ge-
leitet wird, wobei in dem Auslasskanal (12) eine
Kammer (14) bereitgestellt ist, zumindest teilweise
geschlossen von einer flexiblen Membran (28), ver-
bunden mit dem Schaft (17).

2. Ausgabeanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Ba-
sis (21) im Wesentlichen kegelstumpfartig geformt
oder gebogen ist, mit einer Oberseite, die nach oben
in die Fließrichtung gerichtet ist.

3. Ausgabeanordnung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
die Außenoberfläche (24) geschlossen und glatt ist.

4. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-3,
wobei das Ende (23) der Spitze (22) gerundet ist,
wobei die Spitze (22) bevorzugt im Wesentlichen pa-
rabolisch im Querschnitt ist.

5. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der vorhergehen-

den Ansprüche, wobei der Ventilkörper (16) symme-
trisch ist, bevorzugt rotationssymmetrisch um eine
Längsachse, im Wesentlichen parallel zu und bevor-
zugt deckungsgleich mit der Fließrichtung (F) des
Kanals (12) nahe dem Auslass (13).

6. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der Ventilkörper (16) in Bezug
auf einen Ventilsitz (15) beweglich ist zwischen einer
geschlossenen Position, in welcher der Ventilkörper
(16) gegen den Sitz (15) ruht, und einer offenen Po-
sition, in welcher der Ventilkörper (16) von dem Sitz
(15) beabstandet ist, wobei der Ventilkörper (16) im
Wesentlichen außerhalb des Auslasskanals (12)
verläuft, zumindest in der offenen Position.

7. Ausgabeanordnung nach Anspruch 6, wobei in der
geschlossenen Position die Basis (21) dichtend in
den Sitz (15) greift, wobei die Basis (21) und/oder
der Sitz (15) aus einem verträglichen Material her-
gestellt sind, während die Außenoberfläche (24) der
Spitze (23) aus einem glatten Material mit einer
Oberflächenhärte größer als die Härte des verträg-
lichen Materials hergestellt ist.

8. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1-7,
wobei die Membran (28) im Wesentlichen kuppelför-
mig ist, mit einem Rand, verbunden mit einer Wand
der Kammer (14), und wobei der Schaft (17) in einem
Abstand von dem Rand mit der Membran (28) ver-
bunden ist, wobei, bei Gebrauch, Getränk, das in der
Kammer (14) empfangen wird, die Membran (28) in
die Kuppelform zwingen oder die Membran (28) in
der Kuppelform halten wird, mit dem Ventilkörper
(16) in einer geneigten Position, die den Auslasska-
nal (12) verschließt.

9. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der Auslasskanal (12) einen
ersten Teil hat, eingeschlossen in einem Gehäuse,
wobei der Auslasskanal (12) einen zweiten Teil
(12B) hat, wobei bevorzugt der erste Teil (12A) einen
Auslassabschnitt mit einer ersten Hauptfließrichtung
hat und der zweite Teil (12B) eine zweite
Hauptfließrichtung hat, wobei die ersten und zweiten
Fließrichtungen nicht parallel sind und bevorzugt ei-
nen Winkel zwischen 30 und 150 Grad einschließen,
bevorzugter zwischen 60 und 120 Grad, wie etwa
ungefähr 90 Grad.

10. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei an dem Auslassende (13) ein
ausgesparter Bereich bereitgestellt ist, der mindes-
tens einen Teil des Ventilkörpers (16) in einem Ab-
stand umgibt, wobei der ausgesparte Bereich bevor-
zugt einen Ventilsitz (15) umgibt.

11. Ausgabeanordnung nach einem der vorhergehen-
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den Ansprüche, wobei die Anordnung einen ersten
Gehäuseteil umfasst, durch den mindestens ein Teil
des Auslasskanals (12) verläuft, und einen weiteren
Gehäuseteil, der gleitend mindestens einen Teil des
ersten Gehäuses umgibt, mit einem zweiten Kanal,
in dem der Ventilkörper (16) verläuft.

12. Ausgabeanordnung nach Anspruch 11, wobei der
zweite Kanal einen ersten Abschnitt hat, der um den
Körper herum verläuft, und einen zweiten Abschnitt,
enger als der erste Abschnitt, der einen Auslass für
ein Getränk definiert.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de distribution (10) de boisson depuis un
conteneur (1), comprenant un canal de sortie (12)
de boisson et un corps de vanne (16) actionnable
pour ouvrir et fermer ledit canal de sortie (12), dans
lequel le canal (12) définit un sens d’écoulement de
la boisson vers une extrémité de sortie (13), et dans
lequel le corps de vanne (16) est ménagé au niveau
ou près de l’extrémité de sortie (13) du canal de sortie
(12) et a une forme présentant une base (21) tournée
dans un sens opposé au au sens d’écoulement et
un embout (22) avec une extrémité (23) tournée
dans le sens d’écoulement, dans lequel l’embout
(22), entre la base (21) et l’extrémité (23), a une sur-
face externe courbée vers l’extérieur (24), de telle
sorte qu’une boisson en prise avec la base (21) puis-
se être guidée de la base (21) par-dessus la surface
externe (24) jusqu’à l’extrémité (23) formant un jet
de boisson lorsqu’elle quitte la surface au niveau ou
près de ladite extrémité, caractérisé en ce que
le corps de vanne (16) est raccordé à une tige (17)
s’étendant à travers le canal de sortie (12), dans le-
quel de préférence la tige (17) est guidée au moins
par une partie de paroi intérieure du canal de sortie
(12), dans lequel est ménagée dans ledit canal de
sortie (12) une chambre (14) au moins en partie fer-
mée par une membrane flexible (28) raccordée à
ladite tige (17).

2. Ensemble de distribution selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la base (21) est conformée ou courbée
en cône sensiblement tronqué, avec un sommet
tourné vers le haut dans le sens d’écoulement.

3. Ensemble de distribution selon la revendication 1 ou
2, dans lequel la surface externe (24) est fermée et
lisse.

4. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel l’extrémité (23) de
l’embout (22) est arrondie, dans lequel l’embout (22)
est de préférence de coupe droite sensiblement pa-
rabolique.

5. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le corps de
vanne (16) est symétrique, de préférence symétri-
que en rotation autour d’un axe longitudinal sensi-
blement parallèle à et coïncidant de préférence avec
le sens d’écoulement (F) du canal (12) près de la
sortie (13).

6. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le corps de
vanne (16) est mobile par rapport à un siège de van-
ne (15), entre une position fermée dans laquelle le
corps de vanne (16) repose contre le siège (15) et
une position ouverte dans laquelle le corps de vanne
(16) est à distance du siège (15), dans lequel le corps
de vanne (16) s’étend sensiblement à l’extérieur du
canal de sortie (12), au moins dans la position ouver-
te.

7. Ensemble de distribution selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel dans la position fermée, la base (21) est
en prise avec le siège (15) de manière étanche, dans
lequel la base (21) et/ou le siège (15) sont réalisés
dans un matériau souple, tandis que la surface ex-
terne (24) de l’embout (23) est réalisée dans un ma-
tériau lisse ayant une dureté de surface plus grande
que la dureté dudit matériau souple.

8. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel la membrane (28)
est sensiblement en forme de dôme, ayant un bord
raccordé à une paroi de la chambre (14), et dans
lequel la tige (17) est raccordée à la membrane (28)
à distance du bord, dans lequel en utilisation, une
boisson reçue dans ladite chambre (14) forcera la
membrane (28) ou tiendra ladite membrane (28)
dans ladite forme de dôme, sollicitant le corps de
vanne (16) dans une position fermant le canal de
sortie (12).

9. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le canal de
sortie (12) comporte une première partie comprise
dans un logement, dans lequel le canal de sortie (12)
comporte une seconde partie (12B), dans lequel de
préférence la première partie (12A) comporte une
portion de sortie ayant une première direction
d’écoulement principale et la seconde partie (12B)
a une seconde direction d’écoulement principale,
dans lequel les première et seconde directions
d’écoulement principales sont non parallèles et for-
ment de préférence un angle entre 30 et 150 degrés,
de manière davantage préférée entre 60 et 120 de-
grés, tel qu’environ 90 degrés.

10. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel au niveau
de l’extrémité de sortie (13), est ménagée une zone
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évidée, entourant au moins une partie du corps de
vanne (16) à distance, dans lequel la zone évidée
entoure de préférence un siège de vanne (15).

11. Ensemble de distribution selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’ensemble
comprend une première partie de logement à travers
laquelle s’étend au moins une partie du canal de
sortie (12), et une partie de logement supplémentai-
re, entourant en coulissement au moins une partie
du premier logement, ayant un second canal dans
lequel s’étend le corps de vanne (16).

12. Ensemble de distribution selon la revendication 11,
dans lequel le second canal a une première portion
s’étendant autour du corps et une seconde portion,
plus étroite que la première portion, définissant une
sortie de boisson.
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